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Proposal: A Whole-Farm Sustainability Matrix

 
 
SUMMARY 
 
NISA will organize individual crop or animal agriculture 
sustainability tools into a foundational, easily accessible 
matrix that will: 

• Reduce redundancy in the sustainability assessment 
process for producers operating integrated farming 
systems, streamlining and facilitating the use of both 
new and pre-existing sustainability tools  

• Harmonize information inputs and outputs from 
sustainability tools for ease of use by producers and 
consistent supply chain reporting across 
commodities 

• Enable easy expansion of the NISA approach to 
additional crops and species through its 
standardized and coherent structure 

 

 

 

HOW WILL THE MATRIX FUNCTION? 
 
The matrix will generate a sustainability management tool 
specifically tailored to individual operations, while 
providing output in a format standardized across 
agriculture: 

1) A producer briefly describes their operation by 
checking the appropriate boxes (types of crops 
grown and/or animals raised) from a broad selection 

2) The matrix generates an individually tailored 
sustainability questionnaire appropriate for the 
farming system as described by the producer 

3) The producer fills out the individually tailored 
questionnaire 

4) Results can be delivered back in a harmonized 
format useable at the whole-farm level or for 
reporting on individual commodities, as well as for 
other sustainability efforts if desired 

 
Please read on for a more detailed discussion of rationale and mechanism…
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A Modular Matrix for Whole-Farm  
Sustainability Assessment 

 
One of NISA’s key functions will be to provide the supply chain 
with verification of sustainable practices and improvements 
within specific commodities.  However, while maintaining this 
commodity-focused interface with the supply chain, NISA 
producers also recognize the value and importance of having a 
“one stop shop” for describing sustainability within a whole 
farming operation that may produce multiple commodities. 
 
To meet this need for whole-farm sustainability assessment, 
NISA will implement a matrix of sustainability modules (Fig. 1).  
This will initially connect currently existing, commodity-
specific tools, extracting areas of overlap to avoid redundancy.  
For example, while many aspects of corn vs. soybean 
cultivation are crop-specific, other management criteria are 
common to any field crop, and to describe those practices once 
for corn and then again for soybeans is unnecessary.  
Furthermore, some elements of sustainability, particularly many 
related to social responsibilities and economic viability, are 
common across the spectrum of farming operations, from 
livestock to specialty crops.  These areas of overlap will be 
represented at the Farm Overview level, so that an operation 
need only answer those questions once, no matter how many 
animal species or crops are grown (Fig. 2, Fig. 3). 
 
As NISA expands to include more crops and commodities, 
many of which may not have existing sustainability assessment 
programs in place, the matrix will provide a simplified path to 
creating an appropriate assessment tool.  With the more general 
modules already in place within the matrix, inclusion of a new 
crop would require only verification that those general aspects 
are applicable, and then creation of the crop-specific module.  
There would be no need to build an entire assessment tool from 
the ground up. 

   
Figure 1.  Whole-farm Matrix – a simplified diagram 
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EXAMPLE)CASE:)TAILORING)TO)AN)OPERATION)
An(individually/tailored(sustainability(quesHonnaire:(

General'farm'management'level:'covering'most'economic'and'social'factors'

•  Farm)Overview)
(((((((((sustainability(components(applicable(to(any(farming(operaHon)(
'

Common'aspects'of'major'systems:'ligh8ng,'ven8la8on,'irriga8on,'8lling,'etc.'

•  Barn)Management)
(((((((((sustainability(components(applicable(to(any(operaHon(with(livestock(housing)(
•  Pasture)Management)
(((((((((sustainability(components(applicable(to(any(pasture/based(system)(
•  Field)Crops)
(((((((((sustainability(components(applicable(across(field(crop(producHon(systems)(

System<specific'level:'covering'unique'aspects,'most'animal'welfare'at'this'level'(?)'

•  Intensive)Dairy)
(((((((((sustainability(components(specific(to(an(intensive(dairy(system)(
•  Calving*)
(((((((((sustainability(components(specific(to(operaHons(which(include(calving)(
•  Beef)Feedlot)
(((((((((sustainability(components(specific(to(beef(feedlot(management)(
•  Corn)
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•  Alfalfa)
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•  Oats)
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*'Example'of'a'module'to'cover'areas'of'overlap'between'specific'produc8on'systems'–'in'this'

case'dairy'and'cow/calf'–'to'reduce'redundancy.''Actual'arrangement'must'be'informed'by'

teams'of'experts.'

EXAMPLE)OUTPUT)
Figure 2. Case Study: producer input to tailor a whole-farm 
questionnaire, interface with the matrix is based on producer 
description of operation.  EXAMPLE ONLY  

Figure 3. Case Study: matrix output.  A tailored selection of 
appropriate modular questionnaires.  EXAMPLE ONLY  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


